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In August 2010 Northern Rock Foundation commissioned an independent Grantee
Perception Study from the Center for Effective Philanthropy (CEP). The idea of the study
was to provide us with comparable feedback from our grant holders about the way we
work and the difference we make.
A copy of the summary report from the Center for Effective Philanthropy is available on the resources page of
the Foundation’s website.
The survey, completed during September and October 2010, covered all 350 organisations who had received
funding from the Foundation in 2009. CEP got 272 responses (78%) which they compared with responses from
the grantees of over 260 other Trusts and Foundations in the US and UK.
The report showed that the Foundation received higher than average ratings in the majority of dimensions CEP
studied. In particular, we were rated highly for the impact we have on the organisations we work with, on their
fields of work and on their local communities. Grantees said that our “stronger than typical relationship” and
our “higher engagement” with them produced better results. We were especially pleased of the feedback from
CEP that said ‘when describing the Foundation, grantees frequently comment that the Foundation is
“exemplary”, “a significant player in the field” and a “generous and committed funder”’.
For the Foundation, the key findings included:


The Foundation is perceived as a strong force in grantees fields and local communities



Grantees have stronger relationships with the Foundation than is typical for other trusts and foundations



Grantees appreciated our flexible and responsive ways of working, and the ‘non-monetary’ support we
provide



Grantees indicated that our higher engagement with them produces greater impact

And


That we have a higher than typical impact on our organisations (we rank almost at the top of the scale)

The table below is CEP’s summary of their key findings.

Next steps
These findings are reassuring but there is always room for improvement. In difficult times it is important for the
Foundation to learn and respond to feedback from our grantees. CEP suggested that:


Ratings for communication with our grantees could be improved. We are updating our website,
launching a new newsletter and running more network sessions and training events as part of a new
‘information strategy’



Despite high ratings for our impact on and understanding of grantees organisations, grantees rated the
impact of the Foundation on their ability to sustain their work in the future as average. We are working
on new ways to support our organisations to be more sustainable through training and links with other
organisations



A smaller than typical number of grantees receive more active forms of support, especially in assistance
beyond simply suggesting other potential funders. We are working to improve links between our
organisations and key funders.

The study has produced invaluable learning for the Foundation. We will use it to continue to improve how we
work with the organisations we support.

